MCAT Mondays Schedule:
BA Room 373 at 11:10am
9/27 Amanda Thibault
10/5 Danielle Turner
10/19 Sarah Dillingham
10/26 Chris Burling
11/2 Scott Gunter
11/16 Brad Charboneau
11/23 Ryan Metzger
12/7 Mark Conder
with NWS
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Wind Science and Engineering Librarians Hard at Work: Jon Hufford and Marina Oliver with the TTU Library have recently secured a valuable archive for our students and faculty to use. Wind Energy is a journal published by John Wiley & Sons and focuses on articles about wind power and industry topics. The archive dates back to 1998 and is now available for use at http://library.ttu.edu/ejournals.php by typing in “wind energy”.

WISE Wednesday Lecture: This last WISE Wednesday lecture was well attended due to Dr. Stephen Ekwaro-Osire’s lecture about wind turbine gearbox failure and future research. Many thanks to Dr. Ekwaro-Osire for his presentation and all who attended.

McDonald-Mehta Lecture Series with Dr. Greg Kopp: Many thanks to all of you who participated in coming to the M-M Lecture on February 2nd. Dr. Kopp was very impressed with our faculty and students in the program and mentioned that wind tunnel related research students from WISE would be welcome to participate in internship at the University of Western Ontario. To all the professors, students, and staff who worked with Dr. Kopp’s visit, The WISE Center sincerely thanks you for representing Texas Tech University so well! Fox 34 News’ Jessica Miller interviewed Dr. Kopp and that video can be seen at the website below:
http://www.myfoxlubbock.com/news/local/story/wind-research-texas-tech-homes/V2DY4_RQe0yv9xV4ebTBKg.cspx

Pictured below: Dr. Greg Kopp and Dr. Kishor Mehta.

WISE Wednesdays Schedule:
EE Room 217 at 3:30pm
2/16 Mr. Mark Harral, NIRE & Patrick Skinner
2/23 Dr. Kevin Mulligan, Geospatial Tech & Joseph Dannemiller
3/2 McDonald-Mehta Lecture:
Dr. Jamie Kruse, NOAA

ATMO Mondays Schedule:
BA Room 156 at 11:10am
2/14 Ryan Metzger
2/21 R.J. Hill
2/28 Jennifer Daniel
3/7 Natalie Gusack
3/14 Spring Break
Email Chris.Weiss@ttu.edu for more information.

Send us your news! We want to hear about how you are doing and what you’ve been up to. Email Kelsey.Seger@ttu.edu to have your news added to the newsletter. Thank you!
5th Annual Severe Weather Awareness Day

Saturday February 26th
11:00 AM – 5:00 PM

Science Spectrum
2579 S. Loop 289

- Meet KBCD meteorologist John Robison
- National Weather Service certified Storm Spotter training
- See TTU severe thunderstorm research vehicles and mobile Doppler radar
- OMNI IMAX presentation of Storm Chasers
- Hands-on weather experiments and tornado simulator
- Door prizes, guided tours of the National Weather Service, and severe weather safety tips